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ABSTRACT 

PLANNING THE PEACE: OPERATION ECLIPSE AND THE 
OCCUPATION OF GERMANY by MAJ Kenneth 0. McCreedy, USA, 

This monograph uses the perspective provided by OPERATION ECLIPSE, 
the Supreme Headquarters, Al I ied Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF) plan 
for the occupation of Germany, to examine current doctrine on war 
termination and postconf Met operations. It argues that ECLIPSE 
demonstrates the value of investing staff resources early in a 
conflict to plan the transition from war to peace. Among the benefits 
derived from such an investment are synchronization of the terminal 
military operations with initial peace operations; anticipation of 
resource requirements; and clarification of the political end state. 

This monograph argues, based on the perspective of ECLIPSE, that 
political leaders are unlikely to issue a clear statement of end state 
because of internal political divisions, requirements for coalition 
unity, and the changing nature of the war itself. During World War II, 
the National Command Authority arrived at a vision of end state 
through an evolutionary process and transmitted it incrementally to 
planners. The planners, through the questions they asked of their 
superiors and the discussions engendered by drafts of their plan, 
assisted in the process of defining the desired end state by the end of 
the war. 

The monograph also seeks to demonstrate that it may be erroneous to 
treat postconflict operations as sequential to the terminal military 
campaign. War termination and postconflict operations will likely be 
executed concurrently with military operations and should form an 
integral part of the campaign plan. 
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PLANNING THE PEACE:   OPERATION ECLIPSE AND THE 
OCCUPATION OF GERMANY 

Introduction 

Too often, war is studied and conducted as though it is an end in itself. 

Military histories often make this error, omitting an assessment of whether 

the victors proved as adept at waging peace as they were at waging war. fn 

contrast, military theorists have observed that victory ultimately is not 

defined in military terms, but rather is determined by the resulting peace. 

The insights of the great Prussian thinker, Carl von Clausewitz, remain 

fundamental to this understanding: "The political object is the goal, war is 

the means of reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation 

from their purpose."1 

In Clausewitz' rational world, the desired end of war for those 

engaged in it is a favorable peace, one in which the benefits attained exceed 

the costs incurred. Similarly, B.H. Liddell Hart, a twentieth century British 

war theorist, concluded that "The object in war is to attain a better 

peace...Hence it is essential to conduct war with constant regard to the 

peace you desire." He warned that "If you concentrate exclusively on 

victory, with no thought for the after-effect, you may be too exhausted to 

profit by the peace, while it is almost certain that the peace will be a bad 

one, containing the germs of another war." Statesmen, he asserted, thus 

bear responsibility "never to lose sight of the post-war prospect in chasing 

the 'mirage of victory.'"2 

Despite Clausewitz' and Liddell Hart's prescriptions, rationality does 

not always prevail in the affairs of man. Irrational elements often intrude 

in the calculus of war and peace. The most prominent example in modern 



times of the irrational side of war is World War I, where planning for 

military victory—"winning the war"--overwhelmed all other considerations. 

As a result, the costs came to far exceed any possible benefit. Like 

gamblers trying one more toss of the dice, both sides tried to recoup their 

losses with progressively larger wagers of lives and treasure. The inability 

of belligerents to weigh means and ends was not unique to World War I. As 

American political scientist Fred Ikle observed, "governments tend to lose 

sight of the ending of wars and the nation's interests that lie beyond it, 

precisely because fighting a war is an effort of such magnitude."3 The 

military is especially prone to this peculiar myopia because it usually 

defines itself in terms of its ability to wage war.4 

Since 1993, Army and Joint doctrine have begun to incorporate the 

notion that the armed forces' role in winning the peace does not end with an 

enemy's defeat or capitulation. Rather, it continues to play a part in 

implementing and securing the peace. Accordingly, both Army and Joint 

doctrine identify one of the stages of force projection operations as war 

termination and postconf Met operations. War termination operations are 

those actions undertaken to transition from war to peace.5 According to 

Army Lieutenant Colonel James Reed, "war termination is more 

appropriately viewed as a process," one which begins at "the point at which 

one side seems clearly destined to achieve its policy objectives at the 

expense of its adversary," and which ends with the cessation of hostilities.6 

Postconf I ict operations are "those operations other than war which are 

conducted in the period following conflict termination."7 

Despite its recognition of a war termination and postconf Met stage of 

force projection operations, doctrinal references to the subject are 

scattered and vague. One leaves a survey of the subject with the general 



impression that such operations should be anticipated and planned, that a 

clear statement of end state from the National Command Authority is a 

prerequisite for such planning, and that postconflict operations belong in the 

genre of military operations other than war. These ideas remain largely 

undeveloped. Nowhere in the literature does a coherent discussion of the 

practical dimensions of planning the peace appear. Doctrine does not address 

what considerations and staff organizations are suited to develop the plan or 

who has responsibility at what level for postconflict planning. 

War termination and postconflict operations clearly reside in the 

realm of emerging doctrine, an area which would benefit from the 

perspective of history. Historians Richard Neustadt and Ernest R. May, 

authors of Thinking in Time: The Uses of History for Decision Makers, argue 

that "Better decision-making involves drawing on history to frame sharper 

questions."8 This monograph rests on a conviction that the historical 

experience of planning postconflict operations for Germany in World War II 

yields the questions that doctrine ought properly answer. 

The U.S. military has typically begun planning the peace in the closing 

days of war or after fighting has ended: postconflict planning was literally 

that. During World War II, America first conducted planning for war 

termination and postconflict operations well prior to the end of hostilities. 

This occurred in the European theater under the leadership of a British 

officer, Lieutenant General Frederick Morgan, Chief of Staff, Supreme Allied 

Commander (COSSAC), the organizational predecessor of Supreme 

Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF). He was motivated by 

concern that a sudden collapse of German resistance would find the Allies 

unprepared. Over the following year this planning evolved into Operation 

ECLIPSE, the plan for the military occupation of Nazi Germany. 



ECLIPSE provides a historical context for current doctrine to examine 

planning procedures, organizations, and issues relating to war termination 

and postconf Met planning. ECLIPSE is especially relevant to today's military 

in that it occurred within both the joint and combined environment which 

doctrine asserts will characterize future U.S. military operations. ECLIPSE 

and the resulting occupation of Germany also established precedents for 

conduct of postconflict operations which continue to influence doctrine and 

planning for postconflict operations.9 The scale of the operation and the 

resources available to implement it are unlikely to ever be available again, 

but that does not detract from the perspective it offers for planning 

postconflict operations.10 ECLIPSE'S value as a case study may also be 

limited by the completeness of the victory sought and gained. Nonetheless, 

ECLIPSE has the capacity to raise understanding about the process of 

planning the peace. 

In examining the ECLIPSE experience, this monograph seeks 

perspective for arriving at doctrine to govern planning joint/combined 

postconflict operations today. Doctrine is the product of the collective 

knowledge and wisdom of the armed forces. It is not designed to shackle 

imagination and creativity, but to liberate it by codifying shared 

experiences, acting as a plumb line for organizational balance. Through it, 

soldiers do not waste energy relearning lessons already purchased with 

blood and sweat; they are strengthened by a common language, a common 

perspective which retains the flexibility to embrace individual expressions 

of the military art. Doctrine is meaningless apart from the vision and will 

of the commander. ECLIPSE offers testimony to the power of vision. In the 

midst of a war in which the decision still hung very much in the balance, 

while planning the most complex military undertaking in history, the 



Combined Chiefs of Staff, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and General Eisenhower 

demonstrated the confidence, courage, and foresight to devote valuable, 

overburdened staff resources to planning the peace. The experience of those 

who prepared ECLIPSE with the challenge of drafting a postconf lict 

operations plan offers a practical perspective which is directly relevant to 

today's emerging doctrine. 

Chapter 1 — Initial Postconf lict Planning for Germany 

Current joint operations doctrine recommends that postconf lict 

planning "begin as early as possible, and preferably before the conflict 

begins."" While this is no doubt sound advice, many barriers to its 

implementation exist. Enormous problems arise in wartime which often lead 

to a temptation to slight, postpone, or neglect postconflict planning. When 

dealing with the immense challenges of war mobilization and prosecution, 

national survival may be at stake; therefore, operational planning usually 

assumes priority over postconflict planning. Early initiation of postconflict 

planning means that already overburdened staff resources must be dedicated 

to a problem that lacks immediacy. Even if such an effort is made, there is 

often a tendency to compartmentalize postconflict from operational 

planning, resulting in unintegrated and perhaps contradictory efforts.12 The 

initiation of postconflict planning in World War II prior to development of 

ECLIPSE offers insights into the practical problems encountered in this 

process. 

At the Casablanca Conference in January 1943, the United States and 

Britain committed themselves to a cross-channel attack in 1943. 

Accordingly, they established a combined headquarters in London under 



Lieutenant General Sir Frederick E. Morgan to begin planning operations. His 

designation, Chief of Staff, Supreme Allied Commander (COSSAC) served as 

the name for the organization until it was absorbed into Supreme 

Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF) in January 1944. The 

Combined Chiefs of Staff charged COSSAC with three tasks. First, to plan 

deception operations designed to reduce pressure on the Soviets by pinning 

the maximum number of German divisions in the west. From these plans 

eventually emerged Operations SOLITUDE and FORTRESS. The second assigned 

task was to plan the invasion of Europe; this effort established the basis for 

Operation OVERLORD. Finally, the Combined Chiefs directed COSSAC to 

consider plans for an immediate return to the continent in case German 

resistance unexpectedly ended. Morgan therefore initiated planning on 22 

May 1943 for Operation RANKIN, the predecessor of ECLIPSE. 

RANKIN planning assumed a sudden German collapse. The sudden end of 

World War I inspired Morgan. He judged that "'the sum total of all the 

various factors now operating cannot be far from that of the factors which 

caused the collapse in 1918.'"13 Planners worked under severe handicaps. 

Most significantly, they received no planning or policy guidance from the 

Combined Chiefs of Staff because, at the highest levels, governments were 

still debating and formulating policy. No agreement existed within 

Washington, let alone between Washington and London and Moscow as to what 

the postwar world should look like.H Another problem facing planners was a 

fundamental lack of consensus within the Roosevelt administration over the 

proper role of the armed forces in civil affairs.1' The lack of a support staff 

represented still another difficulty for planners: no civil affairs structure 

yet existed in either the U.S. or British military on which to draw.16 Finally, 

the planners were probing largely uncharted territory: there were no 



precedents for successful postconf lict operations on the scale which they 

were contemplating. A frustrated Morgan noted in July 1943 that "'no 

progress whatever" had been made on RANKIN. He directed that the effort be 

given a higher priority.17 As a result, planners produced a draft in time for 

the Quebec Conference in August 1943. 

The stated objective of the plan submitted to Churchill and Roosevelt 

for review was, "to occupy, as rapidly as possible, appropriate areas from 

which we can take steps to enforce the terms of unconditional surrender 

imposed by the Allied governments on Germany; and in addition, to carry out 

the rehabilitation of the liberated countries.'"18 RANKIN sought to estimate 

the number of divisions which would be necessary to carry out the 

occupation of identified strategic areas.19 It also designated spheres of 

responsibility—the British in the Netherlands, Denmark, the Ruhr, and 

northwest Germany; the Americans in Belgium, France, Luxembourg, and the 

Rhine Valley south of Düsseldorf.20 The primary task of occupation forces 

would be disarmament of German troops. However, the plan also foresaw the 

need to establish military government in the occupied areas "'in order to 

preserve law and order, and to insure that the Force Commander's instruction 

in regard to security, disarmament, etc., are carried out.'"21 RANKIN also 

contained an explicit plea for guidance: "An early decision will be required 

as to the policy to be pursued; and a Civil Affairs staff must be appointed to 

make detailed plans, in accordance with this policy, for the establishment of 

military government and the rehabilitation of the country.'"22 At the Quebec 

Conference, Churchill and Roosevelt reviewed the draft and directed 

"continuation of the planning effort."23 

As planning progressed, RANKIN was divided into three "cases," or 

possible contingencies under which it would be implemented. Case A would 

8 



apply in the event of a rapid collapse of Germany which would allow an early 

execution of OVERLORD. Case B forecast a contraction of German forces into 

pre-war borders. Case C was designed to address unconditional surrender. 

Planners viewed RANKIN-C as the most likely scenario and it received the 

bulk of their efforts. They produced a first draft on 15 October 1943 and 

finalized it two weeks later.24 

RANKIN-C advanced the original RANKIN plan by providing for a 

systematic occupation of all of Germany, not just occupation of designated 

strategic areas. The plan envisaged three successive stages which would 

follow the German surrender. The first entailed seizure of air bases in 

France to support future operations. The second stage involved occupation of 

the Siegfried Line. In the final phase, Allied forces would occupy designated 

areas of Germany, including Berlin in order to establish "control at the 

earliest possible moment over the industrial, political, and communications 

centers of Germany." Planners calculated that the operation would require 

twenty-five divisions. While the first two stages specifically designated 

American and British zones of operation, the final stage sidestepped the 

issue to avoid controversy.2' Once COSSAC distributed RANKIN-C to 

subordinate commands as a planning directive and they in turn produced 

plans to execute the operation, it was put on the shelf for contingency use.26 

RANKIN-C was essentially a plan for an unopposed movement into 

Germany. It did not delve into the resulting complexities and did not look 

beyond disarmament of the German armed forces. The plan failed to address 

what to do with German military forces once they were disarmed, how to 

treat German police and paramilitary forces, and what procedures would be 

implemented for repatriation of Allied prisoners of war and displaced 

persons. Perhaps the most glaring omission was the absence of any specific 



provisions for conduct of military government.27 Some of this is 

attributable to the primitive state of planning, but most reflected the utter 

lack of guidance from policymakers. Planners were plainly reluctant to risk 

offending political leaders by exceeding the bounds of strict military 

necessity. 

RANKIN was significant in that it initiated a process of thinking and 

planning for postconf Met operations which would continue through the rest 

of the war. Those who participated gained a greater appreciation for the 

complexities and requirements involved in the operation. Planning sections 

and staffs emerged to undertake the work of planning the peace. 

Between January and June there was a steady expansion of thinking 

about the peace. Major General C.A. West, Deputy G-3, COSSAC, observed in 

January. "We cannot wait for policy to be laid down by the United Nations. 

It is essential that we should prepare now, as a matter of urgency, papers on 

all these problems.'" Specifically, he called for studies on armistice terms, 

sanctions, disarmament, displaced persons, prisoners of war, martial law, 

disposal of captured war material, and coordination of movement and 

transportation.28 Other key staff officers prepared similar lists, reflecting 

a growing appreciation of the complexity of the occupation. As D-Day 

approached, planning gradually shifted from preparations for a sudden 

German collapse to considerations of a peace secured by a terminal military 

campaign. In this environment, there was an explosion of staff activity 

focused on postwar planning. By April, seventy-two staff studies were 

underway on postconf I ict subjects.29 

As a result of these efforts and the successful landing at Normandy, in 

July 1944 work began in SHAEF on a new postwar operations plan, code- 

named TALISMAN. This operation would begin after the Germans surrendered 

10 



and all organized resistance ended. It sought to disarm German forces in the 

West, occupy strategic areas in Germany, and establish conditions under 

which "United Nations agencies can assist in the relief and rehabilitation" 

of liberated countries.30 The specific postconfMet tasks identified by 

TALISMAN were disarmament, disposal of war material, control of 

surrendered German military personnel, care of Allied prisoners of war, 

enforcement of military regulations, and denazification through conduct of 

counterintelligence operations.31   A subsequent draft submitted for review 

by General Eisenhower and senior commanders, added other tasks, reflecting 

growing appreciation of the magnitude of the operation.32 TALISMAN, while 

broader in focus than RANKIN-C, still conceived of military occupation as 

only a brief interlude prior to a transition to civil control. 

In August 1944, SHAEF distributed the TALISMAN Outline Plan to 

major subordinate commands as a planning directive. This version of the 

plan went into greater detail than its predecessor, assigning specific 

missions to specific units and detailing force movement and positioning. 

Most importantly, it broadened implementation conditions so that TALISMAN 

could be initiated either in the wake of a formal German surrender or at the 

discretion of the Supreme Allied Commander upon surrender of a significant 

portion of German forces. TALISMAN retained the three-staged operation 

identified in RANKIN-C, although the force levels adjudged to be necessary 

now climbed to thirty-nine and two-thirds divisions.33 

On 21 October 1944, SHAEF issued a second TALISMAN Outline Plan to 

delineate the zones of responsibility decided upon by the U.S. and Great 

Britain at the Second Quebec Conference in September. The U.S. agreed to a 

zone in southern Germany in return for British acceptance in principle of a 

postwar policy based on policies advocated by Secretary of the Treasury 

11 



Henry Morgenthau, Jr.^ The new plan also replaced RANKIN's three-stages 

with two phases. The primary phase was made up of the tasks which would 

be accomplished as part of the initial occupation of Germany. The secondary 

phase would entail consolidation of Allied control and redeployment of 

forces into the designated national zones of occupation.^ On 30 October 

1944, SHAEF received information causing them to believe the TALISMAN 

codeword had been compromised. Accordingly, planning continued under a 

new codeword: ECLIPSE. 

Postconflict planning began inCOSSAC in May 1943. At that time, the 

Allies were struggling to win the Battle of the Atlantic; while the corner 

had been turned in March, that was not apparent in May.36 Tunisia fell to the 

Allies early in May, and preparations were underway for the HUSKY invasion 

of Sicily which would come in July. On the eastern front, Soviet and German 

Armies lay poised for the great battles around the Kursk salient which would 

also occur in July. With the outcome of the war still very much undecided, 

the Allies nevertheless began planning the peace, however tentatively, with 

the RANKIN plan. TALISMAN grew out of staff work done concurrently with 

the successful execution of the D-Day invasion. The breadth of vision 

displayed at SHAEF was remarkable: a significant investment of scarce 

staff resources was made early in the conflict. As a result, SHAEF 

formulated contingency plans for a sudden enemy collapse, created 

organizations to plan and conduct postconflict operations, and thought about 

the peace and the military's role in it. Early postconflict planning also 

sharpened the questions military commanders asked of their political 

leaders and assisted in defining the desired end state. This proved to be an 

evolutionary process that would continue through the first year of 

occupation. 

12 



Chapter 2 — Strategic Planning Guidance: Evolution of an 
End-State 

War claims the lion's share of a government's attention and resources. 

Its demands are immediate, involving life and death, victory and defeat. 

Peace may be only a dimly perceived destination, lacking immediacy, low on 

the list of priorities. Nonetheless, inadequate preparation for the peace may 

jeopardize the victory gained by arms. As B.H. Liddell Hart observed, 

"History shows that gaining military victory is not in itself equivalent to 

gaining the object."37 According to both the American political tradition and 

classic military theory, "the object" for which the war is waged is 

determined by the political leadership of the nation. However, political 

objectives for the peace often do not extend past an immediate desire to 

achieve battlefield success: a vision of what comes after victory is often 

slow to emerge. This is in part attributable to the nature of the American 

political process which rests on consensus building: a consensus to embark 

upon war may be difficult enough to achieve; consensus on postwar goals is 

even more problematic. A discernible end state may develop only 

incrementally. 

The requirement to build consensus among the members of a coalition 

to fight the war further complicates the problem of establishing and 

articulating postwar goals. Each of the members of an alliance will pursue 

their own interests and each may form radically different visions of the 

peace. The potential divisiveness of postwar questions often leads to 

postponement of decisions about the political end state. 

13 



Finally, the nature of the war itself can change the end state. A war 

may begin with relatively modest objectives. As losses mount, as enmity 

deepens, belligerents may broaden their war aims. Military victories may 

stir ambition and expand the range of possibilities of what may be attained 

in the peace, as Thucydides' description of the Athenians conduct of the 

Peloponnessian War illustrates. A dramatic defeat may also change the 

nature of the peace which is thereafter sought as nations attempt to salvage 

their "honor." The British treatment of the Zulus in the wake of Isandhlwana 

offers a case in point, as does, perhaps the war the United States waged 

against Japan following Pearl Harbor. 

Domestic politics, coalition politics, and the war itself may combine 

singly or collectively to delay, deny, or change end state. For this reason, 

military planners may expect that strategic guidance for the peace may 

range from vague to non-existent. Once received, the end state remains 

subject to change at any point. 

Despite the difficulties associated with gaining a clearly articulated 

end state, the most fundamental doctrinal prescription for postconflict 

operations is a repeated assertion that "The desired end state should be 

clearly described by the NCA [National Command Authority] before US Armed 

Forces are committed to an action."38 Such a statement of end state by the 

nation's political leaders establishes "the set of conditions necessary to 

resolve a crisis and transition from predominant use of the military 

instrument of national power to other instruments."39 The experience of 

ECLIPSE planners indicates that current doctrine is correct in suggesting 

that a clear statement of end state is needed by military planners, but it 

also indicates that the doctrine may be naive in asserting that such a clear 

statement will be readily forthcoming. 
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Political guidance for the conduct of postwar planning during World 

War II evolved slower than the military plans it was supposed to guide. 

Historians chronicling postwar planning reported: "There is hardly another 

matter that rests fresher in the memories of officers prominently connected 

with planning the occupation than the uncertainties besetting their work on 

the side of political policy."40 General Morgan, in presenting the first 

RANKIN plan, pointed out "'the essential difficulty in planning operations 

before the clear establishment of the political policy whence those 

operations derive their necessity.'"41 The only guidance which emerged from 

the first Quebec Conference was permission from Roosevelt and Churchill to 

continue planning along the lines established in RANKIN. 

On 12 February 1944, General Eisenhower received the famous 

directive to "enter the continent of Europe and, in conjunction with the other 

United Nations, undertake operations aimed at the heart of GERMANY and the 

destruction of her armed forces." Following these stirring instructions, 

however, in a paragraph entitled "Relationship with Allied Governments—the 

Re-establishment of Civil Governments and Liberated Allied Territories with 

the Administration of Enemy Territories," the directive lamely concluded: 

"Further instructions will be issued to you on these subjects at a later 

date."42 Plainly, the end state had yet to be defined. 

The first formal guidance on occupation policy that SHAEF received 

was the "Directive for Military Government in Germany Prior to Defeat or 

Surrender" from the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 28 April 1944 (known as 

CCS/551). CCS/551 vested in the Supreme Commander authority and 

responsibility for governing occupied Germany. It also established basic 

principles for the occupation which were very useful for planners working on 
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More significant than what it addressed was what CCS/551 did not 

address, notably demilitarization, disarmament, denazification, and the 

establishment of democratic government. Presumably, these were subjects 

which would be dealt with after the surrender. Because the directive applied 

specifically only to the pre-surrender period, it raised significant questions 

as to what the military role was to be in the postwar occupation. General 

Sir Frederick Morgan recommended that "'We should...take steps to determine 

whether in fact the Supreme Commander is to be responsible for the primary 

occupation of western Germany, or whether some other authority is to have 

this responsibility.'"44 Major General Harold R. Bull, the SHAEF G-3, 

reflected his frustration with the guidance: "'While not desirable, it appears 

to me to be almost mandatory that we definitely defer consideration of the 

controversial political problems which may well not be subject to solution 

until the urgency of the situation forces action on the three governments 

concerned.'"45 

The Combined Chefs of Staff responded to these concerns on 19 June 

1944 with a cable to Eisenhower. In this message, they envisioned three 

stages of occupation similar to those laid down in the RANKIN Plan. In stage 

one, bases would be established for air operations in France and the Low 

Countries. During stage two, troops would occupy a "barrier zone" to 

prevent German forces from returning home. Stage three involved "'the 

occupation of strategic areas for enforcing surrender terms and establishing 

a firm control.'"46 Based on this last stage, SHAEF planners perceived an 

implied role for the Supreme Commander in the postwar period. 

Eisenhower's Chief of Staff, Major General Bedell Smith, summarized the 

command's new understanding on 20 June 1944: "'It is assumed that the 

Supreme Commander must be prepared to initiate the occupation and control 
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of west Germany immediately after the cessation of hostilities,...and 

furthermore that his responsibilities may be extended to cover an 

indeterminate period thereafter.'"47 Nevertheless, General Bull was 

resolved to keep planning narrowly focused on what were clearly military 

areas of responsibility. He wrote on 30 June 1944: 

I strongly feel that the lack of coordination in the Supreme 
Headquarters staff on posthostilities planning beyond purely 
military requirements will continue in spite of our desires until 
political directives are received or improvised. I cannot get 
enthusiastic over attempts to improvise with all the lost effort 
of busy staffs based on such guesses. My thought is that work 
on (1) governing the German people, (2) perfecting their 
economic future, (3) controlling their educational system, etc., 
is not part of the Supreme Headquarters staff function now.48 

Sharing these sentiments, Eisenhower cabled the War Department in August 

requesting assistance in converting CCS/551 into a posthostilities directive. 

The British opposed any such action, preferring to leave formulation of such 

a policy to the Allied Control Council which they were championing. Opinion 

was also divided in Washington. On 2 September, a Cabinet Committee 

composed of the Secretaries of State, War, and Treasury convened to develop 

German policy. Based on the deliberations of this committee and the 

agreements reached at the second Quebec Conference on 4 October 1944, the 

U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff issued clearer guidance to General Eisenhower, in 

his capacity as the commander of U.S. Forces in Europe, to govern American 

occupation policy.49 

The draft version of what later would be called JCS 1067, called for 

implementing the Morgenthau Plan's harsh approach to postwar policy.50 By 

its provisions, the U.S. would occupy Germany and treat it as a defeated 

enemy. Fraternization between soldiers and Germans was forbidden. Under 
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JCS 1067, occupation forces would exercise limited control over the German 

economy and constrain distribution of goods and foodstuffs to that level 

necessary to prevent disease and unrest. American troops would oversee the 

thorough extirpation of Nazism and militarism. 

According to General Lucius Clay, "there was no doubt that JCS 1067 

contemplated the Carthaginian peace which dominated our operations in 

Germany during the early months of occupation."'1 Eisenhower, according to 

biographer Stephen Ambrose, supported this approach: "His hatred of the 

Germans was wide-ranging and ran very deep. He definitely wanted them 

punished, humiliated, made to pay. He blamed the Germans for starting the 

war and for prolonging it."52 JCS 1067, according to Clay, represented "the 

document which was to be our policy guide in administering the American 

Zone of Occupation and in negotiating with the other members of 

quadripartite government/53 Most important, it "gave the military 

government staffs their long-awaited basic statement of policy for the 

posthostilities period."5« 

By late 1944, it was clear to SHAEF that the Allies intended to occupy 

Germany and initially impose a military government.55 Eisenhower, 

anticipating the mission, sought to bring in a competent person to assist him 

in discharging his responsibilities as Military Governor. In March 1945, he 

wrote the Army's G-1, Brehon SomervelI: "I have heard a rumor that Lucius 

Clay may become available for assignment to a theater. If it should develop 

that this is so, I have a very urgent need for him....My idea is that he would be 

the Herbert Hoover of this war and would have the job of handling civil 

affairs in Germany."5& Clay was dispatched to Europe and ultimately became 

the Military Governor of the American Zone of Occupation. Revealingly, 

before Clay left Washington to become Eisenhower's Deputy Military 
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Governor, he spent a week in meeting with, among others, the President, 

Secretary of War Stimson, and General Marshall: he did not consult the State 

Department. He recalled: "As I look back I find it amazing that I did not 

visit the State Department or talk with any of its off icials....No one at that 

time advised me of the role of the State Department in occupation matters 

or of its relationship to military government, and I am inclined to believe 

that no one had thought it out."57 it was left to military planners to devise 

the forms of the peace. 

At the Yalta Conference in January 1945, the Soviets, British, and 

Americans agreed to a postwar policy. They proclaimed it their "inflexible 

purpose to destroy German militarism and Nazism and to ensure that 

Germany will never again be able to disturb the peace of the world." To do 

so, they intended to oversee a complete disarmament of Germany, supervise 

the demilitarization of German industry, and prosecute war criminals. They 

also proclaimed their intention to extract reparations^ Thus, by the winter 

of 1945, a fairly clear vision of the peace, the end state, had emerged. In 

part, this was due to the prodding of military planners whose draft plans had 

served as a vehicle for discussion by political leaders. SHAEF was free to 

develop and finalize its postconfMet plan with this new guidance. 
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Chapter 3 — Postconf lict Planning: Operation ECLIPSE 

In identifying a stage in force projection which includes war 

termination and postconf lict operations, current doctrine acknowledges that 

planning for military operations should proceed through the period of active 

hostilities to embrace the transition from war to peace and the 

establishment of conditions for achieving postwar aims. It further 

recognizes that initially, at least, the military is likely to be the only entity 

available to restore and maintain order, reestablish basic services, and 

eliminate threats to the new regime.59 Finally, it implies a requirement to 

plan for the desired peace. 

The components of such a plan are hinted at in the doctrine, but not in 

a coherent fashion. Joint Publication 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations. 

recommends that, as part of their strategic concept, combatant commanders 

consider "postconflict objectives and measures." This planning for 

postconf lict operations "should begin as early as possible, and preferably 

before the conflict begins."60 

Beyond establishing a requirement for postconf lict operations 

planning, doctrine also seeks to anticipate the types of activities which may 

occur in this stage. For the joint force commander, according to Joint 

Publication 3-0, postconflict operations translate into activities such as 

"mine sweeping and clearing operations, prisoner of war operations, 

demobilization of friendly insurgent forces, and various kinds of assistance 

operations. It may even be necessary to establish a temporary 

government."61 FM 100-5, Operations, describes similar tasks which are 

likely to be performed during postconflict operations. These include 

restoration of order, reestablishment of damaged or destroyed 
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infrastructure, preparation of forces for deployment, and establishment of 

conditions for transitioning to civilian administration, whether indigenous, 

U.S., or United Nations.62 Left out, surprisingly, are two missions 

specifically assigned the Army by Title 10, United States Code:   occupation 

and military government.63 

While doctrine recommends postconf Met planning and Joint 

Publication 3-0 andFM 100-5 provide a glimpse of the tasks which might be 

addressed in a war termination and postconf Met operations plan, guidance in 

how to formulate such a plan is conspicuously absent from Joint Test 

Publication 5-0, Doctrine for Planning Joint Operations. The only coherent 

doctrinal presentation of postconf Met planning considerations appears in 

Joint Test Publication 3-57, Doctrine for Joint Civil Affairs Operations.64 

ECLIPSE offers a historical perspective of the factors that shaped 

postconf Met operations planning under the conditions which prevailed in 

Europe in 1944-1945. The elements which formed the SHAEF plan and 

implementing plans of subordinate army groups provide a useful outline of 

postconf Met planning considerations. 

SHAEF published the ECLIPSE Outline Plan on 10 November 1944. It 

began with different criteria than earlier plans for initiating war 

termination and postconf Met operations. The operation still would begin 

upon German surrender. However, ECLIPSE specified two forms which 

"surrender" might take. One occurred "When a GERMAN Government and/or 

GERMAN High Command formally signs the Instrument of Surrender." The 

second pertained "when the major portion of the GERMAN forces opposing us 

has capitulated or been overpowered."  In the latter instance, one planners 

judged more likely, the Supreme Commander would decide "when 'OVERLORD' 
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gives place to 'ECLIPSE' and an arbitrary date for the change over will be 

fixed."65 ECLIPSE was thus consciously a sequential plan, the continuation 

of OVERLORD. In establishing several situations which could cause 

implentation of ECLIPSE, planners were toying with a more sophisticated 

vision of war termination, but they ultimately failed to appreciate the 

transitional nature of the termination period.66 OVERLORD would not cleanly 

"give place" to ECLIPSE: the process was much more complex. 

The ECLIPSE plan consisted of two phases. The primary phase called 

for Allied forces to move rapidly "to secure especially important strategic 

areas deep inside GERMANY."67 The primary phase, the plan stated, was 

"really the consummation of 'OVERLORD." 6» Thus ECLIPSE and OVERLORD 

overlapped, the end of one corresponding with the beginning of the other. 

Here planners recognized the complexity of arriving at a clear demarcation 

between war and peace. In the primary phase, war and peace would uneasily 

coexist, creating potential for confusion of objectives and responsibilities 

which were troublesome.6^ The military chain of command continued to 

exercise control in its assigned areas of operation after V-E Day even as 

military government units sought to establish an occupation infrastructure. 

As a result, administrative boundaries did not conform to tactical 

boundaries and German civilians were confused about who was in charge.70 

In the secondary phase of the plan, the Allies proposed to solidify 

their control of occupied areas and achieve the objectives established for 

the operation: disarmament of German forces, enforcement of surrender 

terms, establishment of law and order, and redistribution of Allied forces 

into designated national zones of occupation. In addition, ECLIPSE called for 

prompt relief and evacuation of Allied prisoners of war and displaced 

persons. Once resistance ended, plans called for the 21 Army Group (U.K.) to 
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assume responsibility for the designated British zone of occupation in the 

north, and the Twelfth and Sixth Army Groups (U.S.) for the American zone of 

occupation. The army groups were to establish four military districts in 

each zone to set the conditions for transition to Tripartite Control. The 

Supreme Commander would preside over Berlin as a separate district. The 

plan also anticipated a requirement for redeployment of "surplus US and 

British forces not required for occupational duties in GERMANY" from ports 

in France.71 

The ECLIPSE Outline Plan provided specific tasks to the various 

subordinate commands of the Allied Expeditionary Force.72 These included 

designating geographic objectives, zones of responsibility, and missions to 

disarm German military and paramilitary forces and safeguard German war 

materiel. ECLIPSE also directed the army groups to "complete establishment 

of Military Government throughout the sector."7^ This specific guidance 

emerged directly after the first Allied occupation of German soil. On 12 

September 1944, U.S. forces entered the small village of Roetgen, Germany, 

effectively initiating postconf Met operations. General Eisenhower 

announced the establishment of military government in the theater under his 

direction.74 How long this government would last remained unstated by 

either policymakers or the ECLIPSE plan.75 

The eventual details of ECLIPSE were presented in nineteen separate 

memoranda; these served as guides for the occupation. Eight of these 

accompanied the ECLIPSE Outline Plan; SHAEF published the rest later. The 

wide variety of issues addressed by the memoranda included surrender 

procedures,76 labor policies,77 procedures for handling Allied prisoners of 

war and United Nations displaced civilians,78 mechanisms for disarming the 

German armed forces,79 and guidance for establishing military government.80 
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Together, these memoranda represented invaluable practical guidance to 

subordinate units, and in some cases acted as a convenient standard 

operating procedure for combat leaders executing new types of missions.81 

Sixth and Twelfth Army Groups developed supporting plans to 

implement ECLIPSE.82 Because Sixth Army Group was designated for rapid 

dissolution after Germany's defeat, its plan largely focused on transfer of 

responsibilities to Twelfth Army Group. Accordingly, Twelfth Army Group's 

plans for ECLIPSE offers the best example of how subordinates translated 

the postconflict missions assigned them in the SHAEF plan. 

Twelfth Army Group ultimately prepared and issued three drafts of its 

ECLIPSE plan: one in January, one in February, and the last in April 1945. 

The cover memorandum which accompanied the second draft of the 

operations plan (OPLAN) informed subordinate commands that "While this 

plan is called a draft, it constitutes for the time being an approved planning 

directive," and ordered them to prepare their own plans to execute 

ECLIPSE.83 Furthermore, should the Germans surrender or resistance 

suddenly collapse, "the current plan will be put in effect by appropriate 

directives from this headquarters."84 

Twelfth Army Group phased its ECLIPSE plan in the same way as 

SHAEF's. During the primary phase, the plan oriented units on geographic 

objectives and called for them to advance in "highly mobile columns 

composed of armor and motorized infantry...on narrow fronts by the most 

direct routes to their Primary Objectives, fanning out only sufficiently to 

secure Lines of Communication."^ For instance, the Twelfth Army Group 

ECLIPSE plan assigned First Army the Cologne-Bonn area and a portion of the 

Ruhr, while focusing Third Army on Koblenz, Frankfurt-Wiesbaden-Mainz, and 

Kassel. Planners additionally detailed coordination measures with the 
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British to reposition forces into national zones of occupation.86 During the 

primary phase, Twelfth Army Group also planned to open a line of 

communication to Berlin (if airborne forces occupied it) and move the 2d 

Armored Division into Berlin to act as an occupation force (this was a 

specified task from the SHAEF plan). Other missions were of a more general 

nature in accordance with the SHAEF Outline Plan. These included disarming 

the German armed forces in zone while safeguarding war materiel, 

instituting military government in occupied areas, providing care for Allied 

prisoners of war and displaced citizens, and talcing "offensive action by land 

and/or air against sporadic resistance."87 

During the secondary phase, the Twelfth Army Group planned to 

complete the occupation of Germany and the disarmament of the German 

armed forces. They also intended to conduct an orderly withdrawal of First 

Army forces from the assigned British zone of occupation while assuming 

control of U.S. enclaves at Bremen and Bremerhaven. Additionally, the plan 

called for the Army Group to "complete the establishment of Military 

Government on a basis of Military Districts" and organize the U.S. Zone of 

Occupation. Finally, during this phase Twelfth Army Group would "assume 

command of Sixth Army Group area and forces when that headquarters is 

withdrawn."88 

As in most military plans, annexes prepared by each staff section 

contained the details required to conduct the operation. The G1 Annex 

addressed Prisoner of War issues (Allied and German), internees, and war 

criminals. It directed subordinate armies to plan to establish staging and 

reception camps for liberated Allied POWs and internment camps for war 

criminals, persons appearing on counterintelligence black lists, and security 
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suspects. The annex also laid out in great detail the procedures and required 

paperwork for accounting for and discharging German POWs.89 

The G2 Annex provided an estimate of the enemy situation, including 

an assessment of the reaction of the German people to the occupation. The 

plan addressed exploitation of priority intelligence targets such as V2 sites, 

research laboratories, and archives by special task forces attached to the 

armies for that purpose. It also provided guidance for conduct of 

counterintelligence and interrogation of prisoner of war operations. Finally, 

it directed each army and military district to establish a captured 

documents center manned by personnel from the G2 section.9" 

The G-4 Annex directed the individual armies to disarm German 

ground, air, and naval forces in their areas of responsibility and turn over 

the captured equipment to the Advanced Section, Communications Zone 

(COMMZ) for storage or disposal. Under ECLIPSE, the COMMZ operated and 

maintained lines of communication in Germany and continued to provide 

administrative and logistics support to the Twelfth Army Group, but its area 

of responsibility lay outside Germany.9' 

The G5 Annex established Twelfth Army Group policy for military 

government and civil affairs. The plan directed army commanders to aid 

displaced persons by establishing collection and transit points, providing 

basic medical care and food, and supervising and assisting repatriation.92 

Military Government detachments, acting under the supervision of army 

commanders, were responsible for enforcing the terms of surrender, 

restoring law and order, providing for the needs of displaced persons, 

apprehending war criminals, eliminating Nazism and the party hierarchy, 

protecting United Nation's property, and preserving or establishing "suitable 
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civil administration to the extent required to accomplish the above 

objectives."93 

Just before V-E Day, the Twelfth Army Group issued Annex 3, the 

Engineer Plan. It directed combat engineers to destroy German fortifications 

and minefields, either with their own assets or using German work crews. 

The annex also anticipated a requirement for engineers to reconstruct water 

and sewage systems, but limited this effort "to the extent necessary to 

prevent or ameliorate epidemic conditions." Finally, the annex tasked 

engineers with construction of troop quarters and housing for displaced 

persons.94 

Twelfth Army Group's ECLIPSE OPLAN also established objectives for 

psychological warfare operations in its area of operations. Information 

Control Units (ICU) from the Army Group would inform the German public 

about the regulations in effect to enforce compliance with the terms of 

surrender. The annex also charged the ICUs with establishing a news and 

information service to combat rumors and false reports and assisting 

military government detachments preserve law and order. Finally, the plan 

directed ICUs to educate American troops as to the standards of conduct 

expected of them in their relations with the German people and the theater 

policy of nonfraternization.95 

The ECLIPSE model for a postconf Met operations plan offers a number 

of elements relevant for any type of postconf Met mission. First, it 

established the criteria for initiating postconf Met operations. Next, it 

provided an estimate of the enemy situation which would prevail at war's 

end. It then portrayed the desired political end state and identified the 

related military objectives. Finally, it developed a concept of operations. In 

ECLIPSE'S case, this centered mistakenly on combat operations with 
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supporting civil military operations. This reflected the primary focus of 

planners accustomed to thinking in these terms. The combat operations 

central to the plan—seizure of key strategic areas—occurred as part of 

OVERLORD and were largely irrelevant to ECLIPSE. Instead, the ostensibly 

supporting civil-military provisions of the plan were preeminent in the 

operations which occurred. This flaw in the plan reflects its sequential 

relationship with OVERLORD. Planners erred in not providing a mechanism 

whereby ECLIPSE could be initiated concurrently with OVERLORD. In failing 

to do so, they hampered a smooth transition from war to peace. 

Chapter 4 ~ Transition from War to Peace:   "ECLIPSE 
Conditions" 

Both Army and Joint doctrine refer to a transitional period from war 

to peace. Joint Publication 3-0 describes a "transition from combat 

operations to postconflict operations."96 However, it then proceeds to limit 

postconflict activities to the period "from the immediate end of the conflict 

to the redeployment of the last US Service member."97 In doing so, it 

ignores the transition which begins prior to the cessation of fighting. 

Similarly, Army doctrine traces the origin of postconflict operations to the 

point "When a cessation of hostilities or a truce is called." Although it goes 

on to note that "this transition can occur even if residual combat operations 

are still underway in parts of the theater of operations," it fails to 

recognize that there may not be a clear delineation between war and peace.98 

Indeed, the ECLIPSE experience indicates that postconflict activities may 

begin before hostilities end. War termination is a process which bridges war 
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and peace. Planners should recognize and address the requirements of this 

process, anticipate the shape it may take, and formulate procedures and 

mechanisms to ensure a smooth transition. They also should consider 

whether separate conflict and postconfMet plans are necessary: these may 

not be sequential operations, but concurrent. 

One of the major problems that Allied commanders faced in the west 

as they began to breach the Siegfried Line and make inroads into Nazi 

Germany was the mixture of OVERLORD operations with operations 

prescribed for ECLIPSE. The strategic areas identified in the ECLIPSE plan 

for seizure in the primary phase were already falling into Allied hands by 

April 1944. ECLIPSE was not the neat "continuation" or "culmination" of 

OVERLORD which planners had conceived. Instead, the terminal operation of 

the war overlapped the initial operation of the peace. The process of war 

termination had begun. 

Under ECLIPSE, General Eisenhower had responsibility for deciding 

when to declare "A-Day" to initiate the operation. However, the plan 

established no criteria for this decision. The intelligence estimate which 

informed the ECLIPSE plan had proved fairly accurate by Apri I 1945. Instead 

of a formal surrender, there were "Piecemeal surrenders by local 

commanders or groups of commanders" as resistance slowly dissolved. The 

German people seemed "physically and spiritually exhausted," and offered 

virtually no opposition to Allied occupation." Subsequent intelligence 

estimates had built up the possibility of a Nazi effort to preserve itself by 

retreating to the mountains and building an underground movement. SHAEF 

strengthened counterintelligence operations to foil SS efforts to establish a 

resistance and diverted combat forces to isolate the Bavarian Alps, site of a 

rumored Nazi stronghold.100 Still, conditions which justifying proclamation 
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of A-Day seemed remote: the German Army continued to resist, and Hitler's 

government remained in control. 

In March, the SHAEF staff entertained a suggestion that ECLIPSE be 

implemented progressively as German territory was occupied. Eisenhower 

also began to consider the problem. He wrote a letter to President Roosevelt 

through General Marshall on March 31, 1945, reporting "The further this 

campaign progresses, the more probable it appears that there will never be a 

clean cut military surrender of the forces on the Western Front."101 He 

directed his Chief of Staff, General Waiter Bedell Smith, to inform the 

Combined Chiefs of Staff that "There exists a possibility that ECLIPSE 

conditions maybe encountered as early as April 1945."102 

The SHAEF staff wrestled with similar views. The ECLIPSE "Airlift 

Plan," issued on 4 April 1945, captured the notion that "conditions" defined 

operations, observing "It may be...necessary to implement certain 'ECLIPSE' 

Air Lift tasks before 'A' Day...; it is also possible that 'ECLIPSE' conditions 

may occur in some parts of GERMANY while 'OVERLORD' conditions prevail 

elsewhere." '°3 The staff was beginning to understand that OVERLORD and 

ECLIPSE were concurrent rather than sequential operations. 

In recognition of the need to clarify war termination and postconf lict 

issues, SHAEF, on 12 April 1945, authorized army group commanders to 

selectively implement ECLIPSE. Eisenhower's cable to the Combined Chiefs 

provided the mechanism: commanders could declare "ECLIPSE conditions" as 

prevailing in all or part of their area of operations and begin implementing 

provisions of the ECLIPSE plan, especially those related to treatment of 

displaced persons, disarmament of German armed forces, and establishment 

of military government.104 
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Twelfth Army Group issued its third draft operation plan for ECLIPSE 

on 12 April, immediately after receiving permission to implement the plan 

where "ECLIPSE conditions" existed. General Bradley told subordinate 

commanders that "During the remaining phases of Operation 'OVERLORD,' all 

areas of Germany behind the rear boundaries of the attacking Armies will be 

considered as occupied areas, and in these areas 'ECLIPSE' policies and 

procedures which pertain to the control and disbandment of the German 

Armed Forces, will be fully effective." Therefore, he wrote, the operations 

plan was more than an approved planning directive, it also was "a directive 

with regard to policies and procedures to be followed in the occupation, 

organization, and government of portions of Germany which come under our 

control during the remaining phases of Operation OVERLORD.'",05 This order 

effectively implemented ECLIPSE. 

The Twelfth Army directive confirmed the actions already taken by 

many commanders. For Patton's Third Army, in "the German areas 

progressively overrun by Allied Forces and behind the rear Corps areas, 

Operation ECLIPSE was tacitly assumed to have begun."106 ECLIPSE provided 

the only practical guidance for conducting such operations. Under its 

provisions, military government detachments already had begun functioning. 

Allied armies liberated and evacuated prisoners of war, initiating the 

disarmament process. At the same time, troops provided assistance to the 

hundreds of thousands of displaced persons they encountered. Advancing 

forces also dealt with a flood of surrendering German troops. A declaration 

of ECLIPSE conditions authorized commanders to call on resources that eased 

the burden of conducting these type operations.107 As the military 

provisions of the primary phase of ECLIPSE became less likely, e.g., an 
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airborne assault on Berlin, the civil-military operations at the heart of the 

secondary phase predominated.108 

Through the artificial mechanism of a declaration of "ECLIPSE 

Conditions," Allied commanders and planners recognized the need to provide 

for the transition from war to peace.  In part, the problem stemmed from the 

initial decision to prepare separate plans for the terminal military operation 

and postconflict operations. It also reflected a flaw in planning that 

established a point in time— "A" Day ~ for commencement of postconflict 

operations. Current doctrine replicates this error. War termination and 

postconflict operations are part of a process of transitioning from war to 

peace; units invariably conduct these operations concurrently with the 

terminal phase of military operations, not sequentially. 

Chapter 5 — Conducting Postconflict Planning:  the 
ECLIPSE Experience 

Current doctrine does not address where postconflict planning occurs. 

Frequently, commanders have relegated postconflict planning to a civil- 

military operations staff section (G-5). Yet the transitional dynamic 

between war and peace means that postconflict operations cannot be cleanly 

separated from combat operations which are planned by the G-3. Planning 

should integrate the expertise of all staff sections and provide mechanisms 

for a coordinated effort. The experience of ECLIPSE planners offers 

perspective today for forming joint and combined staff organizations to 

prepare postconflict operations. 

As Allied forces broke out of Normandy and began the liberation of 

France, interest in postconflict planning expanded at both the strategic and 
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operational levels. The number of different planning cells in Washington and 

Europe multiplied by the time work began on Operation ECLIPSE. 

At the strategic level, the President created a Cabinet Committee on 

Germany composed of the Secretaries of State, War, and Treasury on 1 

September 1944 to formulate postwar policy. In this forum, Secretary of 

War Stimson debated Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau over the harsh 

provisions for the peace advocated by the latter. When Morgenthau succeeded 

in gaining official acceptance of his views at the Second Quebec Conference 

on 17 September, the War Department drafted guidance for theater postwar 

planning. The Joint Chiefs of Staff issued this guidance, JCS 1067, on 24 

September 1944.109 Its immediate purpose served, the Cabinet Committee 

on Germany became inactive by November. The State-War-Navy Coordinating 

Committee (SWNCC) supplanted its mission. SWNCC, a working group made 

up of assistant secretaries, served as the conduit for communications 

between Washington and the American delegation to the European Advisory 

Committee in London, providing "an important source for policy decisions on 

occupation affairs."110 

The Al I ies establ ished the European Advisory Commission (EAC) in 

December 1943 as the result of an understanding reached at the Moscow 

Conference. It consisted of representatives of the Soviet, British and 

American governments.111 The Moscow agreement charged the commission 

with studying problems and making "'recommendations to the three 

governments upon European questions connected with the termination of 

hostilities."112 Although the EAC fell short of being capable of developing 

Allied occupation policy, it nevertheless made significant contributions to 

postwar planning. The Commission reached agreement on key issues which 

formed the basis for the tripartite Berlin Declaration of 5 June 1945 which 
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announced the victorious Allies' postwar policy for Germany. Among other 

significant actions, the group formulated the terms of surrender for Germany 

(which were ratified by their respective governments on 21 September 

1944) and codified the zones of occupation (ratified 6 February 1945) after 

the Yalta Conference. Based in London, the Commission offered a significant 

resource for SHAEF planners, giving them unique access and insight into the 

political deliberations which would inevitably shape military planning 

requirements.113 

At the operational level of planning, a similar proliferation of 

planning organizations occurred. Within SHAEF, the staff elements most 

directly involved in postconf lict planning were the G-3 and G-5. COSSAC 

established the Posthostilities Planning Subsection (PPS) of the Plans 

Division, G-3, in January 1944. General Morgan desired it to focus on 

operations "during the interval expected to elapse between the end of 

hostilities and the institution by the Allies of civil administration of the 

occupied areas."114 The subsection served as a liaison element with other 

postconf lict planning agencies, carrying forward the work initiated by 

RANKIN-C. The G-3 tasked the PPS on 13 July 1944 to prepare a handbook to 

guide commanders in conducting occupation operations. SHAEF published the 

resulting Handbook Governing Policy and Procedures for the Military 

Occupation in Germany in December 1944.115 SHAEF widely distributed the 

manual among tactical commanders and it proved quite useful according to 

many who used it.116 PPS also took the lead in developing the ECLIPSE plan, 

coordinating with other staff sections for their contributions. 

The other key staff element for postconf lict planning was G-5. In 

February 1944, SHAEF reorganized and redesignated the European Civil 

Affairs Division (ECAD) of COSSAC into the G-5 Section. The Chief of Staff 
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charged the new staff section with advising "the Supreme Commander on 

matters of civil affairs policy, issue civil affairs policy directives and 

outline plans, review detailed plans, and exercise general supervision over 

the execution of plans and policies."117 Until early 1945, the G-5 focus 

tended to be on civil affairs and military government operations solely as 

they related to supporting combat operations. Within its Operations Section, 

however, the 6-5 established separate civil affairs sections for each 

country in the area of operations to prepare plans for occupation or 

liberation, as appropriate. The German Country Unit (GCU), formed in March 

1944, was the principal postwar planning organization in G-5. It was 

staffed with one hundred fifty British and American officers who brought a 

combined outlook to their postconf Met deliberations. The GCU drafted plans 

to assume responsibility for governing Germany at national, regional, and 

local levels. This served as a mechanism for training military government 

personnel for the specific tasks which they would have to perform. 

According to Harold Zink, the official historian for the U.S. High 

Commissioner of Germany, the German Country Unit "actually succeeded in 

drafting a series of plans which had a considerable bearing on the actual 

occupation of Germany."118 

The GCU devoted considerable effort to writing a handbook on military 

government to distribute to military government officers assigned to 

Germany. The handbook aroused a storm of controversy when proponents of a 

harsh peace delivered a draft to their sympathizers in Washington. The 

Country Unit, in the absence of an official policy, had prescribed a middle 

course in its treatment of Germany, one "designed to liquidate war 

industries but also to get German economy back on its feet to the extent 

necessary to feed and otherwise support the German population." This 
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guidance ran counter to the Morgenthau Plan. In the storm that followed, 

SHAEF delayed publication of the handbook. Nevertheless, in the absence of 

any other information, many military government detachments carried copies 

of early drafts of the handbook with them into Europe after D-Day.119 

Separate British and American organizations replaced the German 

Country Unit when the Allies committed themselves to national zones of 

occupation rather than a combined occupation. In August 1944, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff directed establishment of the U.S. Group Control Council 

(Germany) (USGCC) in the European Theater of Operations U.S. Army (ETOUSA). 

USGCC was manned initially by one hundred fifty officers and two hundred 

fifty enlisted men. This grew by the spring of 1945 to an establishment of 

two hundred fifty officers and over four hundred enlisted soldiers. After V- 

E Day, when the organization became responsible for actual administration 

of occupied Germany, over two thousand officers and four thousand enlisted 

men were assigned to USGCC.120 Building on the work of the German Country 

Unit, by February 1945 the USGCC had prepared plans to assume control of 

the German government, dismantle the Nazi Party, and operate the German 

transportation system.121 

The postconf lict planning efforts of the USGCC were independent of 

the corresponding work by the SHAEF G-3 and G-5 embodied in ECLIPSE. In 

March 1945, the USGCC met with its SHAEF counterparts to sort out the 

duplication of effort.122 As a result of this discussion, on 29 April 1945, 

ETOUSA issued guidance that "the Theater staff was specifically charged 

with the execution, implementation, and supervision within the U.S. Zone of 

U.S. and Allied Control Authority policies.*  In the fall of 1945, USGCC 

became the Office of Military Government for Germany (OMGUS), which 
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served as the staff for the American Military Governor. Only then was the 

organizational dispute over who would control the occupation settled.12^ 

The bureaucratic in-fighting had caused the chief of the 

Posthostilities Planning Subsection, Colonel T.N. Grazebrook, to write a 

memorandum to the SHAEF G-3 in mid-October 1944. He observed: "'It is 

evident for a number of reasons that high-level and long-term planning for 

the future control of Germany is far from complete." Within SHAEF, he 

noted, "planning for the occupation has so far been carried out separately by 

divisions, each in regard to their own particular functions." He proposed the 

appointment of a senior officer "to carry out this task and whose sole duty 

it should be to consider the problems of the occupational period, and to 

insure that none have been overlooked.'"124 This led Eisenhower on 8 

November 1944 to direct General Morgan, then serving as Deputy Chief of 

Staff, to coordinate postconflict planning . He also assigned the 

Posthostilities Planning Subsection of G-3 to act as Morgan's personal staff 

for this purpose.12' Subsequently, on 1 March 1945, a coordinating 

committee made up of representatives from all staff sections convened 

under Colonel C.R. Kutz of G-3 Operations. This group met bi-weekly to 

review reports on the status of posthostilities planning by all concerned 

general staff sections and address resulting issues.126 These meetings 

served as an effective mechanism within SHAEF to keep all involved parties 

working in relative concert for the balance of the war. 

The organizational structure for planning the peace was strictly ad 

hoc at both the national and operational levels, diffusing responsibility 

among numerous agencies in both Washington and London. As a result, 

duplicative efforts and bureaucratic battles wasted resources and time. 

These disruptive conflicts reflected the larger debate which simultaneously 
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shaped Allied, American, and theater postconf lict planning and policy. 

Planning bodies and processes used to prepare RANKIN and TALISMAN 

expanded for ECLIPSE, but little changed fundamentally. Planning involved 

all staff elements. The detailed military government planning done by the 

German Country Unit and USGCC formed the basis for short term ECLIPSE 

planning for the occupation. More importantly, as the United States settled 

into occupation duties and confronted the need to deal with a prostrate 

Germany, this work provided a framework for a long-term policy. 

Notably absent from military planning processes were non-military 

agencies. Current doctrine suggests that "planning and conducting 

postconf lict activities require a variety of perspectives and expertise and 

the cooperation and assistance of governmental agencies, other Services, and 

alliance or coalition partners."127 ECLIPSE planning was strictly military— 

a joint and combined effort—but not interagency. Perhaps as a result, no 

practical alternative to military occupation existed for several years. 

Despite the Army's desire soon after V-E Day to relinquish responsibility to 

civilian agencies, no preparations occurred to make that possible. As it 

turned out, a long-term commitment of U.S. forces to Europe was politically 

sustainable with the emergence of the Cold War threat. Under other 

circumstances in the future, that might not be the case. 

Chapter 6 — Postconf lict Doctrine: The ECLIPSE 
Perspective 

On 8 May 1945, Germany surrendered to the Al I ies, concluding World 

War II in Europe. Scenes of utter devastation greeted the occupiers. German 
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industry lay in ruins. Housing was in short supply in the bombed-out cities. 

The specter of famine loomed over the coming winter. In one of the great 

population upheavals of all time, over six million displaced persons from all 

over Europe suddenly were freed to make their way to their homelands; 

untold millions of German refugees, fleeing the Russians, streamed west to 

seek new homes; and Allied troops disarmed, scrutinized for possible 

involvement in war crimes and then released over five million German 

military and paramilitary personnel to return to where they had enlisted. 

Occupation forces found a cowed, cooperative German people who where 

largely unreceptive to efforts by Nazi die-hards to inspire a resistance 

movement. 

The greatest achievement of ECLIPSE may have been the accuracy with 

which this situation was anticipated. Few tasks came as a surprise to the 

units which occupied Germany, although the scale of population movement 

dwarfed all estimates.128 Within three months, Allied armed forces had 

taken significant steps to stabilize the situation in Germany. They disarmed 

and demobilized the once formidable German armed forces. United Nations 

soldiers also cared for and repatriated over four million displaced persons 

and Allied prisoners of war to their homelands. Counterintelligence 

personnel quashed a feeble attempt to establish a resistance. Occupation 

forces provided vital assistance to restore basic services to many cities. 

Military government detachments, augmented by combat troops, created 

working local governments and police forces, while administering military 

courts. Finally, hundreds of thousands of American troops redeployed to the 

Pacific or left for home.129 ECLIPSE anticipated and considered postconflict 

problems and emplaced organizational and procedural solutions to meet the 

initial challenges of the peace. This postconf lict planning effort required a 
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significant commitment in staff resources by far-sighted commanders, 

diverting attention and effort from more pressing immediate needs arising 

from military operations. 

The process of formulating the ECLIPSE plan and its predecessors 

served another valuable purpose: it raised questions for commanders about 

end state which shaped the guidance they sought and received from the 

political leadership. In this way, end state was subjected to the constant 

review advocated by political scientist John Fishel in Liberation. Occupation. 

and Rescue: War Termination and Desert Storm.^o Even the work done by 

the German Country Unit under invalid assumptions about the desired end 

state ultimately was useful, as the conditions which underlay those 

assumptions appeared to change the end state by late 1945. 

The ECLIPSE perspective challenges current doctrinal emphasis on 

knowing the political end state as a prerequisite for planning postconflict 

operations. While this may be desirable, it is unlikely that such guidance 

will be either unequivocal or immediately forthcoming. The ECLIPSE 

experience indicates that many factors are likely to intervene to make 

political leaders reluctant, unable, or unwilling to clearly define 

postconflict goals early in a conflict. Such factors as the demands of 

conducting the war, internal political divisions, and coalition unity may 

preclude definitive statements of a postwar vision. Indeed, as Woodrow 

Wilson's enunciation of the Fourteen Points indicates, a premature statement 

of end state can create immense problems within an alliance during 

postconflict peace negotiations. 

ECLIPSE was less successful in providing for the transition from war 

to peace. It was inadequately synchronized with OVERLORD: the last phase 

of OVERLORD was, in reality, the primary phase of ECLIPSE, but no 
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mechanism had been built into either plan to deal with this situation. SHAEF 

planned and executed OVERLORD and ECLIPSE as sequential, not concurrent, 

operations. Because of this, SHAEF created and applied the concept of 

"ECLIPSE Conditions" to the transitional phase of operations. While this 

proved an acceptable solution, it failed to address another question that 

needed to be answered in the transition from war to peace: when would the 

administrator supplant the warrior, and what were the mechanisms for this 

transition?131 As a result, confusion of chain of command and purpose 

slowed the process of establishing a functioning indigenous political 

administration during the first several months of the occupation. 

Current doctrine could profit from the ECLIPSE perspective to expand 

and correct its treatment of war termination and postconf lict operations. In 

merely recognizing the need to address these subjects, doctrine has 

advanced a great distance since 1993. Nevertheless, its treatment of the 

issues, responsibilities, and procedures of war termination and postconflict 

operations are nascent. Based on the ECLIPSE perspective, current doctrine 

ought to incorporate the following propositions. 

1) Postconflict planning demands a significant investment of 

scarce staff resources early in the war in order to sufficiently 

anticipate and meet the requirements of the peace. This investment 

requires command emphasis to ensure the long-term view is balanced 

against short-term requirements.  Timely commitment of staff resources to 

postconflict planning makes available trained forces to perform anticipated 

tasks within a well-developed structure. 

2) In order to insure synchronization of effort and consonance of 

intent, war termination and postconflict planning should form an 

element of the campaign plan/operational plan.132 If separate 
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terminal military operation plans and postconflict plans are formulated, 

there is a natural tendency to treat them as sequential operations, as was 

the case with OVERLORD and ECLIPSE. War termination is defined by a 

transitional period in which war and peace coexist. Thus, postconflict 

operations may be inaugurated during the closing phases of the terminal 

operation. Doctrine should anticipate this transition and prescribe 

procedures to mitigate confusion. One mechanism serving this function is a 

war termination and postconflict annex for terminal campaign plans and 

operations orders. Where current doctrine falls short is in failing to address 

war termination and postconflict operations as an integral feature of 

operational planning. 

3) Effective war termination and postconflict plans require the 

participation of all staff sections. Planning the peace will involve 

each staff element. If the G-3 has preponderant influence over the plan, it 

will ignore essential civil-military considerations.  If the G-5 conceives the 

plan in isolation from the G-3, it will not be integrated with the operations 

plan. The G-1 should consider enemy prisoner of war handling, processing, 

and discharge; reception and repatriation of Allied prisoners of war; 

internment of enemy civilians wanted for war crimes; and medical support 

for displaced persons, prisoners of war, and civilians. The G-2 must provide 

an accurate estimate of postconflict conditions; establish collection 

requirements to exploit captured equipment, documents, and enemy 

personnel; and plan for conduct of counterintelligence operations. The G-3 

has to plan to ensure force protection; support stability operations; assign 

areas of responsibility to occupation forces; control redeployment of troops; 

train personnel to conduct postconflict operations; and provide command and 

control for postconflict operations. The G-4 should plan to logistically 
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support not only U.S. forces, but Allied forces, displaced persons, enemy 

prisoners of war; provide emergency supplies of staples to civilian 

populations; transport redeploying troops; establish depots for captured 

enemy war materiel; dispose of surplus/dangerous munitions. The G-5 will 

plan and coordinate the full range of civil affairs operations. 

4) A clear statement of end state from the NCA aids planning, but 

is neither imperative or likely. Definition of end state is likely 

to be an evolutionary process, subject to the fortunes of war, 

internal politics, and coalition diplomacy. Planning for the peace 

cannot wait for a clear statement of the end state. In the process of 

planning postconf lict operations, the military can contribute to the process 

of crystallizing the political vision of end state. 

5) Postconf lict operations are, by definition, an operation other 

than war (OOTW). They combine humanitarian operations, arms control, 

security assistance, nation assistance, combatting terrorism, and peace 

enforcement in a unique way that ments its own discussion in OOTW 

doctrine.133 

Fred Ikle entitled his book Every War Must End. This is a truism which 

military planners should recognize from the outset of fighting. Only by 

thoroughly thinking through the requirements for the peace can planners 

ensure that the armed forces are able to contribute to the true object of war: 

achievement of the political end state. An expansion of current doctrine on 

postconf lict operations can assist in this process. 
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indicated that he supported the notion of zones of responsibility, although he 
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«5Ltr, SHAEF, Office of the AC of S, G-3, 7 June 1944, subj: 
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Posthostilities Responsibilities and Planning;" quoted in ibid., 53. 

^Ltr, SHAEF, G-3 (Ops) Division, 30 June 1944, subj: "Posthostilities 
Planning," to Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3; quoted in ibid., 57. Bui I's 
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Army, to act as a civilian advisor to assist Eisenhower to administer the 
peace. Ambrose, Supreme Commander. 602. 
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capability to conduct war termination and postconflict operations, FM 100-5 
indicates other missions which might arise in this stage. These include 
prisoner of war handling, refugee control, combat engineer support to clear 
minefields and destroy fortifications, provision of medical aid, and 
rendering humanitarian assistance. FM 100-5, Operations. 3-12 
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Department of Defense and Its Major Components," 25 September 1987, 14. 
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78Memorandum 8 assigned Army Group Commanders "responsibility for 
the safety, recovery, care, maintenance, administration, and evacuation of 
all United Nations Prisoners of War...in their respective zones of operation." 
The SHAEF 61 was designated as the Supreme Commanders executive agent 
on prisoner of war matters. He would attached personnel to the Army Groups 
to assist in their task. The memo also outlined policies and procedures 
which would be followed in dealing with these liberated prisoners. 
Memorandum Number 8, "The Care and Evacuation of Prisoners of War in 
Greater Germany under 'ECLIPSE' Conditions," 25 March 1945, in ECLIPSE 
Appreciation and Outline Plan. 

Memorandum 14 addressed control of displaced persons. Commanders 
were reminded that "In Germany, the liberation, care and repatriation of 
United Nations displaced persons is a major allied objective. All available 
resources at the disposal of military commanders will be employed to 
accomplish it, as a direct military responsibility." The memo directed 
commanders to establish assembly centers to control movement of displaced 
persons and establish border controls. Care would be taken to separate 
German refugees from the Allied displaced persons. The ECLIPSE memo 
estimated that there would be 3,685,000 DPs in the American and British 
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commitment." Memorandum Number 14, "Control of Displaced Persons," 
ECLIPSE Appreciation and Outline Plan. The estimates were fairly accurate. 
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zone. Frederiksen. American Military Occupation. 75. 
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Opposing Us and Short Term Disposal of Surrendered War Material;" and 
Memorandum Number 11, "Primary Disarmament of German Naval Forces, 
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Short Term Disposal of Surrendered Naval War Material and Naval 
Demolitions," 5 January 1945, in ECLIPSE Appreciation and Outline Plan. 
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900,000 by 30 June. Ziemke, Occupation. 241. 

129Holborn, American Military Government. 47-50; McCreedy, "Winning 
the Peace," 7-21. 

l30John T. Fishel, Liberation. Occupation, and Rescue: War Termination 
and Desert Storm (Carlisle Pennsylvania: Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. 
Army War College, 31 August 1992), 3. 

'3iAfter V-E Day, "military government was still entirely in tactical 
channels, from division to corps to army to army group." This meant that 
"down at least to the regiment and battalion level, tactical commanders had 
more military government authority than any military government 
detachment." Ziemke, Occupation. 269, 273. See also Zink, American 
Military Government in Germany. 20-21. He argued that the training of 
military government personnel so thoroughly emphasized support to combat 
operations "that many military government officers considered their work 
completed within a few weeks or at least a few months after arriving in 
Germany." While Zink credited planners with realizing the scope of the 
problem, he concluded that "the rank and file of detachment personnel in the 
field probably never fully realized the importance of activating political 
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parties, labor unions, and various cultural groups, reconstructing the German 
governmental system, reeducating the Germans, and other long-range 
problems because their training had not dealt more than passingly with such 
matters." 

132James Reed provides a model War Termination Annex for a campaign 
plan in "Should Deterrence Fail," 47-48. 

133Joint Publication 3-0. Joint Operations. 111-31, states: "A period of 
postconflict activities exists from the immediate end of the conflict to the 
redeployment of the last US Service member. A variety of operations other 
than war occur during this period." FM 101-5-1, Operational Terms. 1-181, 
defines postconflict activity as "Those operations other than war which are 
conducted in the period following conflict termination." No current mission 
defined for operations other than war adequately describes the full range of 
activities involved in postconflict operations. See McCreedy, "Winning the 
Peace," 45-46. 
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